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Learning objectives: Modules 7, 8, and 9 

1. Understand how to navigate the ESPT decision trees. 

2. Understand when to use the ESPT decision trees.



ESPT Modules 7, 8, and 9 

• Module 7: Decision trees by indicator and for baseline surveys

• Module 8: Decision trees for routine surveys and monitoring 
receptivity

• Module 9: Decision trees for focus investigation



Where are we in the ESPT?

• Worked through Modules 1 – 6 at least once.

o Subsequently, Modules 7 – 9 
can be used at any point during 
the iterative process of finalizing 
and/or adjusting your 
surveillance plan.

• Modules 7, 8, 9 mainly include decision trees 
for different survey types and indicators.



What is a decision tree?

• A decision support tool that uses a flowchart structure to visually guide you through 
several options or courses of action 

• Decision trees help to visualize and validate the decision-making process
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Navigating the trees (1/3)

Getting started:

• Begin each decision tree at the top left corner, at

“START HERE”

• Move through the tree by following the arrows or lines after 
answering yes or no to the question box. 



Navigating the trees (2/3)

Working through the trees:

• If you reach a split-arrow it means you choose one of the 
options.

• Some questions require results that you may not have yet, so 
you may pause and return when you have the data needed to 
respond to the question.

• Follow prompts to advance to next question.

• Keep advancing until you reach the end. 



Navigating 
the trees 
(3/3)

Phrase or format on tree Means this

“Is [indicator] known?” Has the data been collected in the last year?

Circular message box connected to the square 
boxes by a dashed line help clarify the action 
outlined in the square box. It helps 
understand what the action is.

A square box in a thin dotted line indicates a 
High Capacity Option. Skip over this option if 
you cannot complete this option.

Example Questions that this decision tree can 
help answer

Early Warnings and High Alerts

A particular result should be followed up with 
further investigation & action



Module 7. Decision trees by indicator and for 
baseline surveys
• Includes 7 decision trees: 

o Baseline A. Vector Occurrence and Density
o Baseline B. Vector biting behavior
o Baseline C. Indoor resting density
o Baseline D. Host preference
o Baseline E. Insecticide resistance
o Baseline F. Intervention efficacy
o Baseline G. Larval habitat occupancy

• Each decision tree corresponds to a specific indicator or indicator grouping: 

o E.g., Baseline A → Vector occurrence and density.

• Decision trees can be used for:

o Baseline surveys at sentinel sites,
o Baseline surveys in foci sites to help characterize transmission and 

inform foci response,
o Spot surveys to answer specific questions
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Module 8. Decision trees for routine surveys and 
monitoring receptivity

• Includes 5 decision trees for routine monitoring of priority indicators: 

o Routine A. Vector occurrence and density
o Routine B. Vector biting behavior
o Routine C. Indoor resting density
o Routine D. Insecticide resistance
o Routine E. Larval habitat occupancy

• Includes a 6th decision tree for routine monitoring in areas preventing re establishment (‘POR’).

• Routine A – E decision trees can be used for:

o Routine surveys at sentinel sites to monitor changes in vectors and impact 
of interventions

o Routine surveys in active foci in very low transmission settings
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Module 9. Decision trees for focus investigation

• Includes 2 decision trees for focus investigations:

oPhase 1

oPhase 2

• Use Phase 1 decision tree for all foci investigations to collect priority epidemiological, 
entomological, environmental, and intervention data to inform foci response.

• Use Phase 2 decision trees only annually to examine entomological drivers of 
transmission in active foci using indicators described for baseline surveys (Module 7)
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When do I use these decision trees?

Tips: 

1. Should initially be used after having worked once through Modules 1 – 6, i.e., your 
program question, indicators to collect, and survey type are established.

2. Keep in mind: these trees can be used at any point during the planning process, 
including when you need to make some changes to your current collection plan.

🔄 Remember: the ESPT workflow is circular and iterative.



How do I know which decision tree to use?

Tips: 

1. Direct yourself to the Module (7 or 8 or 9) corresponding to your survey type. 

2. Refer to the tree corresponding to your key indicator(s) of interest. In Module 7 
(Baseline trees),  you can also use the example questions below each tree to help 
orient your decision tree selection.

3. In Module 8 (Routine trees), you will be referred to the Baseline trees (Module 7) for 
collecting data for specific indicators. Be sure to return to the Routine trees to 
determine how results from routine monitoring activities might affect your routine 
surveillance plan and read recommendations for action based on the results. 

4. You can also work through several trees you think are relevant to your question to 
help you formulate your question and determine your survey type.



Participant exercise 1 

Part 1: Identify the decision tree module (7, 8, 9) that you think best fits your priority 
program question.

o Tip 1: you can use the example questions to help with your 
selection.

o Tip 2: think about what survey type is needed to address your 
question. 

Part 2: Once you have selected a decision tree module, identify the decision trees that 
correspond to indicators you will have to measure to address your priority program 
question. 

o Try working through these trees; notice how working through 
these indicator trees help you prioritize which data should be 
collected.



Review of Modules 1 – 9 

Congratulations! At this stage you have learned how 
to:

1. Identify and formulate a priority program question
2. Select appropriate entomological and other indicators to 

answer the program question
3. Select vector sampling and lab methods, as well as human 

behavior/HRP survey methods.
4. Select your site type by survey type based on your 

question.
5. Consider 5 key steps when designing your sampling plan.
6. Prepare for entomological data collection and data 

managements
7. Use the decision tree to support your entomological 

surveillance planning


